Phase 3 - Yes / No Questions

★ Tell your child that each strip contains a question.

★ Do they know what a question is?

★ Do they know what a question mark looks like?

★ Tell them that each question can be answered correctly with 'yes' or 'no'.

★ After they have read each question ask them to decide whether the correct answer is 'yes' or 'no'.

★ If they are incorrect, talk about the question. Are they clear about what it is asking?

★ Cut the sentences into strips and practise each session in a random order. You could play it as a 'turn taking', 'point scoring' game.

😊 You could cut out the prompts above and ask your child to point to the answer to add a different dimension to the game.
Phase 3 - Yes / No Questions

Is rain wet?

Can a boat sail?

Is all hair fair?

Is the moon far off?

Are fish and chips food?

Is it dark at night?

Is a thick book thin?

Can we get wool from sheep?

Will six cows fit in a car?

Can coins sing a song?
Phase 3 - Yes / No Questions

Will all shops sell nails?

Can a chicken sit on a chair?

Can a coach zoom into the air?

Are the teeth of sharks sharp?

Are fingers as long as arms?

Can a coat hang on a hook?

Can a hammer chop wood?

Will a chip sail on a road?

Can ducks see fish in rivers?

Can you hear bees buzzing now?